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3,384,007 
WASTE COMPACTING DEVICE 

Daniel Q. Boje, Fairfield, NJ., and Samuel Taylor Per 
mutt, Jamaica Estates, and Sol Kestin, Bronx, N_Y., as 
signors to Compactor Corporation, a corporation 0f 
New York 
Continuation-impart of application Ser. No. 588,050, 

Oct. 20, 1966. This application Aug. 9, 1967, Ser. 
No. 659,472 

10 Claims. (Cl. 100-49) 

ABSTRACT OF THE DISCLOSURE 
This invention is concerned with providing an improved 

waste compacting device in which concentrically adapted 
Compactors are so coordinated that continual reciprocat 
ing compacting action is allowed `to proceed. 

CROSS-REFERENCES TO RELATED 
APPLICATIONS 

This application is a continuation-in-part of my copend 
ing U.S. application Ser. No. 588,050, filed Oct. 20, 1966. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

(l) Field of the invention-This invention relates gen 
erally to a waste compacting device. More particularly, 
this invention relates to an improved waste compacting 
device in which uninterrupted compacting action is pro 
vided. 

(2) Description of the prior art.-Various waste com 
pacting devices are known. For example, in my copend 
ing application, identified above, there is described a waste 
compacting device in which a ram is forcibly reciprocated 
toward and away from a funnel provided in the housing 
therefor to compact waste loaded into the housing against 
the inner surface of the funnel. However, it is a problem 
in said compactor that when it has been in operation for 
a period of time, a back pressure in the waste builds up 
resultingly arresting the compacting action of the ram and 
thereby preventing the further compacting of waste ma 
terials through the elongated housing therefor. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

It is, therefore, among one of the principal objectives 
of this invention to provide an improved compacting de 
vice wherein the compacting action of the device is es 
sentially uninterrupted and operating at lower pressure 
levels. 

In accordance with the invention an improved waste 
compacting device has been devised in which multiple 
or concentrically arranged ram means are provided whose 
compacting action is so coordinated that continual recip 
rocating compacting of waste is allowed to proceed; the 
first ram means reciprocably proceeding until a prede 
termined adjustable lback pressure build-up in the waste 
material is reached, whereupon a second ram means is 
automatically actuated. The action of the said second 
ram means relieving said back pressure in the mass of 
material, thereby allowing the first ram means to recip 
rocably proceed anew when said back pressure has been 
reduced to a preselected level, and so forth. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWING 

The invention will be hereinafter more fully described 
with reference to the accompanying drawings, in which: 
FIGURE 1 is a fragmented side view of the inventive 

device; 
FIGURE 2 is an enlarged cross-sectional view; l 
FIGURE 3 is a sectional view taken along line 3-'3 of 
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FIG. 1 in the direction of the arrows in front of the 
numerals; 

FIG. 4 is a sectional view taken along line 4f-4 of 
FIG. 2 in the direction of the arrows in front of the 
numerals; 
FIGURE 5 is a sectional view, in fragmentary form, 

taken along line 5_5 of FIG. 4 in the direction of the 
arrows; 
FIGURE 6 is a view similar to FIG. 1, in cross-section, 

showing the actual operation of the -device with a waste 
can partially filled, and the ram means in the retracted 
position; 
FIGURE 7 is a view similar to FIG. 6, showing the 

operation of the second ram means after the first ram 
means has been arrested; 
FIGURE 8 is a view in cross-section of another embodi 

ment of the invention; 
FIGURE 9 is a View in cross-section, partially frag 

mented, showing the actual operation of the embodiment 
of FIG. 8; 
FIGURE l0 is a diagram illustrating the operation of 

the device; and 
FIGURE l1 is an electrical circuit diagram. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENTS 

Referring now to the figures of the drawings, for pur 
poses of illustration, FIGS. l and 2 depict a waste com 
pacting device designated generally by the numeral 10 
with a loading chute assembly 12, to which it is con 
nected, an-d a disposal receptacle 14 for receiving com 
pacted waste matter. The waste compacting device 10 in 
cludes an elongated housing 16 and a reciprocably mov 
ing first ram 18 slidably mounted within said housing. 
Said housing 16 comprises in turn an elongated horizontal 
portion 20, in which said ram 1S is slidably housed, a 
tapered portion 22 lat the end opposite said ram, said 
tapered portion 22 joining shorter horizontal portion 24 
of said housing 16. The housing 16 is preferably annular 
in shape although other configurations may be employed, 
aud may be an integral unit making up parts 16, 22 and 
24, or may be composed of detachably mounted parts 16, 
22 and 24. The movable ram 18 conforms to the con 
figuration of the housing and in this case is also annular 
in shape and of circular cross-section, constructed in 
piston-like form. Turning now to FIGS. 2-5, the first 
ram 18 comprises a head wall 26, a circular side wall 28 
and rear wall 30. Side wall 28 is not integrally connected 
to rear wall 30, so that forward motion may be accom 
plished when the hydraulic cylinder driving means are 
actuated as -described below. Rear wall 30 has at each end 
integrally connected thereto right angle flanges 32 and 
34 which are received inside housing 16 at the rear end 
36 thereof. Within said ram 18 are located first driving 
means or primary hydraulic cylinders 40. Preferably in 
concentric inner relation with said primary cylinders 40 
is a second driving means or auxiliary hydraulic cylinder 
42 which actuates the second or auxiliary ram means 19. 
Said second ram means 19 is also preferably of circular 
cross~section when that general configuration is employe-d 
and constructed in piston-like form being comprised of a 
head wall 62, a circular side wall 64 and a rear wall 65 
which is not connected to said side wall. Rear wall 65 
is fixedly secured, as by welding to the side wall 28 of 
the ñrst ram means 18 and thus mounts the second driving 
means comprised of hydraulic cylinder 42. It will thus be 
seen that the ñrst ram means may be reciprocated with 
respect to the housing an-d that the second or auxiliary 
ram means may be reciprocated simultaneously with the 
first ram as well as with respect thereto. 
The first hydraulic cylinder means 40 are suitably con 

nected to forward flow hydraulic fluid by means of for 
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ward flow lines 46 and 46 which are connected to a suitable 
pump 90 (see FIG. 10), which supplies the hydraulic 
iiuid needed to drive the pistons of said hydraulic cylin 
ders forward. Return lines 66 and 50 are provided for 
the return or retractive movement of the pistons of said 
hydraulic cylinders. Likewise, hydraulic cylinder 42 has a 
forward flow line 52 and a return line 54 'for the pur 
pose of forward and retractive movement of the piston 
thereof. The piston rods of hydraulic cylinders et) and 42 
are secured to the head wall by means of bolts 56, 58 
and 60, respectively. Since the bases of primary hydraulic 
cylinders 40 are fixedly secured to the housing by means 
of rear wall 30 the actuation of the piston rods will cause 
the first ram means to be reciprocated with respect to 
the housing. The base of the auxiliary driving means com 
prised of hydraulic cylinder 42 is tixedly secured to the 
side wall of the first ram means 18 by rear wall 65. It 
will therefore be carried by and travel with said first 
or primary ram means. It is however adapted to recipro 
cate the second or auxiliary ram means 19 with respect 
to said primary or first ram means 18 upon actuation of 
the piston of said second or auxiliary hydraulic cylinder. 
In the fully retracted position of both ram means a con 
tinuous head wall is thus provided for compacting the 
waste material. The arrangement is such that both ram 
means may thus be simultaneously reciprocated present` 
ing a common head wall between forward and retracted 
positions, or under appropriate circumstances the inner 
or auxiliary ram means 19 may be advanced with respect 
thereto. As stated, ram 19 being slidabiy movable within 
housing 20 and concentrically within ram 13, can be said 
to have its own head wall 62, which however, is located 
at times in a generally common plane with head wall 26. 
A limit switch 68 is mounted on rear wall 65 for the 

purpose of controlling the movement of ram 19. Limit 
switches 66 and 67' are provided for controlling the move~ 
ment of the first ram means 18. The function of these 
switches will be hereinafter described. A sonic beam and 
switch arrangement 7@ (FiG. l) is provided for the chute 
whose function is to initially activate the ram means 
and commence the compacting action when waste is de« 
posited or present in the chute 12 as sensed hy the inter 
ruption of the beam. A light beam arrangement with suit 
able detection means to actuate a switch may also be 
employed. There are also provided deodorizing and in 
secticide sprays which may be applied to the waste by 
means of spray inlet ‘74. 
As may be seen from FiG. Yl0, there is provided a. 

hydraulic system comprised of suitably interconnected 
pump means 90 (RV.) operated by a motor 92 (EM.) 
and a i lter (F/t) and a safety relief valve 110 all of 
conventional type. A four-way valve 114 is operated by 
means of solenoids 164 and 166 and controls the forward 
and reverse movement of the hydraulic cylinder pistons 
and consequently the movement of the rams. Sequence 
valve 106 of conventiolal type is also provided for peri 
odically operating cylinder 42 as required. Pressure oper 
ated switch 16S (PR. SW) is provided for reversing the 
flow if pressure exceeds operating limits. 

Referring now to FIGS. l0 and ll, it will be seen that 
the interruption of the sonic or light control beam closes 
switch 70 thus providing a path from P1, through line 
262, the upper contact of switch 70, line 203, the coil of 
RY1 and lines 209 and 222, the lower Contact of switch 
70, lines 226, 295 and 204 to P2. Relay RY1 is thus 
actuated closing contacts D and E thereof. Contacts D 
and E thus closed permit power to be fed from lines PL 
to the electric motor 92 (EM.) which operates pump 9i) 
(P_VJ. This initiates the retractive movement of ram 18 
which carries with it ram 19. As seen in FIG. 10, hy 
raulic fluid is now being ted from the pump through line 

95, four-way valve 114 and lines 94, 48 and 50. The fluid 
under pressure in line 54 leading to cylinder 42 retains 
the ram in telescoped relation within ram 18 during the 
retractive movement of the latter. It will be noted that 
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4 
contact C of relay RYZ is closed since that relay is in rest 
position and that consequently solenoid 106 of valve 114 
is connected across P1 and P2. The four-way valve is 
therefore in right hand position for retractive movement 
of the cylinders and rams. 

lt will be noted that RY1 is provided with a holding 
Contact D which shunts the upper contact Of switch 70 
so that once actuated, relay RY1 will be maintained in 
activated condition under certain circumstances as when 
switch ’70 opens in the course of a ram stroke due for 
example to the exhaustion of material in the chute. 
At the retractive movement of ram 18 is initiated and 

the ram begins to move to the right, the tail end of the 
ram contacts the operating lever of switch 67 closing 
both contacts thereof. Retractive movement of the rams 
continues uninterrupted, the upper contact of said switch 
providing an alternate pat-h feeding one side of the coil 
of RY1 through lines 209, 205 and 204 of P2. The re 
tractive movement will thus be completed even if switch 
70 is opened in the course thereof. 

In the course of the retractive movement of the rams, 
the space under the chute is vacated by the rams per 
mitting the waste to drop and fill the space in front 
of the rams for the purpose of compaction, as in FIG 
URE 6. As the rams approach the limit of the retractive 
movement namely the position shown in FIG. 6, the 
tail end of ram 1S contacts switch 66 closing the con 
tacts thereof. The closing of switch 66 provides current 
to the coil of RY2 through the following path; P1 
to line 207, switch 66 and line 214 to the coil, through 
line 212 through switch 108, lines 210 and 224, the 
lower contact of switch 67 which is now closed and lines 
205 and 204 to P2. 

Since contact A of RYZ is now closed, a holding 
circuit shunting switch 66 is now established through line 
216, 208 and 207 to P1. It will now be apparent that 
the positions of the contacts B and C have been re« 
versed and consequently the positions of solenoids 104 
and 106 are similarly reversed thus causing the four 
way valve 114 to reverse the iiuid flow and thus the 
direction of movement of the rams. The forward or 
compacting stroke of the apparatus is thus initiated. The 
Ilow of hydraulic fluid is from valve 114 through lines 
96, 44 and 46 to cylinders 40. Ram 19 is carried for 
ward by ram 18 while the piston of cylinder 42 remains 
in the position illustrated in FIG. 10. As the forward 
movement commences, switch 66 is cleared and its con 
tact opens. This does not effect the continuance of the 
forward movement of the rams since the holding cir 
cuit provided by contact A of RYZ shunts switch 66. 
Nor is the forward movement interrupted if switch 70 
is opened in the absence of any further waste in the 
chute since RY1 is provided with a holding circuit 
through contact D. The forward stroke of the rams must 
therefore be completed before the operation of the ap 
paratus comes to a halt. 
The forward movement of the rams compacts the 

waste ahead of them and forces it into the tapered por 
tion 22 of housing 16. When the limit of the compact« 
ing stroke is reached the tail of ram 18 clears switch 67 
which now opens. 

Power from P2 to the coil of RY2 is thus interrupted 
and that relay returns to its rest position shown in 
FIG. 11 thereby reversing the four-way valve solenoids 
and causing the rams to retract in the manner heretofore 
indicated and thus the apparatus is caused to re-cycle 
in a continuous manner so long as the chute sensing 
switch ̀ remains closed due to the pressure of waste therein. 
A point will however be reached when the chute has 
emptied and switch ’70 is opened in the course of opera 
tion of the apparatus. Under these conditions, the corn 
pletion of a compacting stroke will find both switch 67 
and 70 open and consequently relay RY1 will be re 
leased, opening the contacts to motor 92 and causing 
the apparatus to shut down until switch 70 again ac 
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tuates RY1 due to the introduction of waste material 
into the chute. A manually operable override switch shunt 
ing switch 70 may of course be provided to permit the 
apparatus to operate with the chute in empty condition. 
From the foregoing it will be apparent that, in op 

eration, the rams will be simultaneously retracted and 
returned to the forward position, and repeatedly auto 
matically recycled in a continuous manner. The waste 
material is thus progressively compacted by the rams 
and expelled from the mouth of the apparatus whence 
it may be deposited in a waste can 14 or the like placed 
at the extreme end -80 of housing 16 in overlying rela 
tion to portion 24 thereof. 
As this process continues with each forward stroke, 

back pressure builds up in the waste material and con 
sequently in the hydraulic lines feeding main cylinders 
40 and the rate of the forward movement of the rams is 
reduced due to the resistance of the compacted waste 
material. The rise in pressure of the hydraulic fluid 
is sensed by sequence valve 100 which is of conventional 
type. As a preselected back pressure is reached during 
a compacting stroke, sequence valve 100 is caused to 
be actuated to the position wherein the highly pressured 
hydraulic fluid is now fed into the secondary or auxiliary 
cylinder 42 of ram 19 through line 52. This causes 
the auxiliary ram 19 to be projected from and to advance 
ahead of ram 18. In _order to prevent the interruption of 
the forward stroke of the auxiliary ram before it has 
been fully projected from main ram 18, a cam-operated 
switch arrangement is provided. 

Referring to FIGS. 2 and 4 and particularly FIG. 5, 
it will be noted that side wall 64 of auxiliary ram 19 
has aiñxed thereto acam bar -69 which is provided with 
spaced bands `69a and `69b adapted to bear upon the 
switch actuating .roller of switch 68. In initial position 
when the auxiliary ram 19 is fully telescoped into ram 
18 the switch roller is retained in depressed condition 
and the switch is open. However, as soon as the se 
quence valve 100 is activated, the cam bar moves for 
ward with ram 19 as it is driven into the compacted 
mass of waste material ahead of ram 18. The arm 
of switch 68 drops off band 69a and its -contacts close 
thus shunting contacts of switches 67 and 70 to P2. 
The circuits are therefore held in position for forward 
or compacting movement until both the main and aux 
iliary rams have reached the forward limit of the com 
pacting stroke. At this point switch `67 will be opened 
in the manner heretofore indicated and switch 68 will 
be opened by abutment with band 69b of cam bar 69. 
The consequent release of relay RYZ will cause a re 
versal of both rams and ram 19 will again telescope into 
rarn 18, remaining in that position subject to the action 
of the sequence valve. 
As the auxiliary cylinder is driven into the center of 

the compacted mass of waste material, the back pressure 
of that mass is reduced or relieved `and the main ram 
can then continue forward to the full limit of its forward 
or compacting stroke as shown in FIGURE 7, the posi 
tion of the auxiliary ram being that indicated by the 
broken lines. Since switches 67 and `68 are again actu 
ated at this point it will be seen that the flow of hydrau 
lic fluid will be reversed and that the auxiliary ram will 
recede into the main ram which will also retract until 
the position shown in FIG. 2 'and the space ahead of 
the rams will refill with waste as long as waste remains 
in the chute. The apparatus will then continue to recycle 
and progressively compact the material until a point is 
reached wherein the back pressure developed in the com 
pacted mass exceeds the capability of the main ram and 
the pressure is relieved by the auxiliary ram to permit 
the compacting operation to proceed on a continuous 
basis and without interruption. :If at any point the back 
pressure of the waste mass exceed-s the capability of both 
rams to move forward, a pressure build-up will result 
and re'ach a preselected level, at which point the pressure 
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6 
build-up is sensed by pressure switch 110 causing it to 
open and release relay IRYZ, thus reversing the direction 
of movement of both rams. The rams will thus retract and 
recycle through a partial compacting stroke until the 
pressure presented by the mass of waste is relieved and 
the limit of forward movement of the rams is reached 
permitting normal operation to be resumed. 

It will thus been ̀ seen that the reciprocating action and 
hence the compacting action is substantially uninter 
rupted land consequently the compacter operates in a sub 
stantially continuous manner. When the supply of waste 
material in the chute has been exhausted the sonic beam 
or :similar sensing device opens switch 70 but the rams 
will not come to rest until a cycle has completed and the 
position shown in FIGS. 1 and 2 is achieved. Since waste 
material such .as garbage will still ñll portions 22 and 
24 of the housing this space is now sealed oiî preventing 
the escape of odors or an otherwise unsanitary condition. 
Waste material dumped into the chute will be supported 
on the side wall 28. of the main ram until a sutlicient 
quantity has been deposited to interrupt the sensing de 
vice 70 at which point the operation of the apparatus 
is initiated and the retractionof the rams permits the 
waste to drop into compacting position. 

Saw-teeth 82 are provided on the peripheral edge of 
‘head wall 26 so that debris may be sheared away thereby. 
An interlock switch 112 is provided on the outer wall 
portion 24 of housing 16, which, when a waste container 
14 is placed thereon permits the overall operation of the 
'apparatus and prevents the operation thereof in the ab 
sence of a receptacle in Agarbage receiving position. This 
switch also shuts olf the apparatus when a can has been 
filled and thus automatically slides off the housing. An 
override switch (not shown) may advantageously be 
provided on 'an operating panel of the apparatus to by 
pass Iswitch 112 and thus permit the operation of the 
apparatus even in the absence of any container disposed 
on the housing. This arrangement is useful when it is 
desired to load waste into a different type of container 
such as may be disposed at the mouth or front end 
portion 24 of the housing or at lany other location. In 
such event a chute leading thereto may be provided for 
guiding the compacted Waste as it is expelled from the 
apparatus. It will also 'be understood that the apparatus 
may be air operated without departing from the spirit 
'and scope of the invention. 

Turning now to another embodiment of the invention 
which is shown in FIGS. 8 and 9, there is seen »a ñrst 
or main ram 118 within which a second or auxiliary ram 
124 is telescopically received for reciprocating move 
ment. The main ram 118 is mounted for reciprocation 
wit-hin a housing similar to that heretofore described. 
Auxiliary ram 124 is surrounded by 'a coil spring 122 
one end of which is seated on a flange at the base of the 
ram; the other end of the spring bearing against the back 
of the head wall '130 of the main ram. Thus when the 
auxiliary ram is moved forward it will tend to compress 
the spring until the tension thereon exceeds the resistance 
of the waste material encountered by the main ram. At 
this point the main ram is moved forward thus com 
pacting the waste. When the back pressure of the com 
pacted waste material exceeds the capability of the main 
ram, the auxiliary ram moves forward to and penetrates 
the mass to relieve the pressure and to permit compaction 
to proceed. A threaded drive shaft 120 is disposed within 
the auxiliary ram 124, the re'ar end of the shaft being 
coupled to a reversing motor and gear box 127 mounted 
on the rear wall 30 of the housing. The drive ̀ shaft passes 
through an aperture 126 in a bracket carried by the main 
ram 118 and through a threaded bore 132 provided in 
the base of the auxiliary ram. The forward end of the 
drive shaft extends through an aperture in the head wall 
of the auxiliary ram. Upon rotation of the drive shaft 
the threaded engagement thereof with bore 132 in the 
base of the aux-iliary ram causes it to move forward, 
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compressing the spring and driving the main ram forward 
in a leap frog manner. When the auxiliary ram 124 is 
arrested by the mass, Iand the spring 122 is compressed 
and piles up against the back of the head wall 130 of the 
main ram ‘118, the main ram 118 drives forward into 
the mass, the auxiliary ram 124 withdrawing into the 
main rams 11 (FTG. 9) in the direction of the arrow in 
FIG. 9. The limiting switches 131 and 133 are actuated 
sequentially, reversing the drive motor and drawing the 
rams back to the .rest position. 
The predetermined back pressure that will arrest the 

compacting action of the device described in its embodi 
ments above will vary from waste material to waste ma 
terial, eg. waste paper, garbage, industrial material or 
wastes, etc. 

Having thus described the fundamental novel features 
of the invention as applied to speciñc embodiments, it 
is to be understood that various changes may be made by 
those skilled in the art without departing from the spirit 
and scope thereof. 

Vle claim: 
1. A waste compacting device comprising a ñrst com 

pacting means and second compacting means in a housing 
therefor, the iirst compacting means reciprocally proceed~ 
ing until detained by Athe back pressure generated by the 
waste material being compacted, the detention of the first 
compacting means automatically actuating the second 
compacting means, the action of the said second corn 
pacting means substantially releasing said back pressure, 
thereby allowing the said ñrst compacting means to re 
ciprocally proceed. 

2. A waste compacting device according to claim 1, 
wherein said housing is generally annular shaped, said 
iirst compacting means being slidably movable in said 
housing also being of a generally annular shape, said sec 
ond compacting means being in inner concentric relation 
with said first compacting means. 

3. A waste compacting device according to `claim 1, 
wherein said Íirst and second compacting means each in 
cludes a compacting ram and drive means therefor. 

4. A waste compacting apparatus according to claim 3, 
wherein said drive means comprise iiuid actuated cylinders 
operatively connected for reciprocating movement with an 
associated compacting ram. 

5. The device according to claim 4, including switch 
means associated with said compacting rams for remotely 
signalling said rams to move forwardly and rearwardly 
and valve means automatically actuable by the rate of 
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movement of said first compacting means to initiate a 
movement of said second compacting means. 

6. A waste copaeting device according to claim 1, 
wherein said first compacting means includes a compact 
ing ram provided with a head wall for contacting waste 
material to be acted upon and ñrst drive means operatively 
connected therewith for imparting reciprocating move 
ment thereto, said second compacting means includes a 
compacting ram provided with a head wall for contacting 
waste material to be acted upon and second `drive means 
operatively connected therewith to impart reciprocating 
niovemen thereto, said second lram means being tele 
scopically received within said first ram means and ar 
ranged for periodic concurrent compacting movement 
therewith. 

7. A waste compacting device according to claim 6, in 
cluding means for additionally actuating said second com 
pacting means when the continued compacting movement 
of siad íirst compacting means is restrained by the corn 
pacted material beyond a preselected back pressure level, 
said second compacting means being projected in advance 
of said ñrst compacting means to relieve said restraint so 
that compacting movement of said ñrst compacting means 
may be continued. 

8. A waste compacting device according to claim 7, 
wherein means are provided for reversing the movement 
of both compacting means during the course of a com 
pacting stroke when a predetermined level of back pres 
sure developed by the mass being compacted is exceeded. 

9. A waste compacting device according to claim 7, 
wherein means for additionally actuating said second 
compacting means includes a sequence valve. 

10. A waste compacting device according to claim 1, 
wherein said first and second compacting means comprise 
mechanical drive means. 
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